4.3 Aryan Software Solutions India Limited

Introduction

Aryan Software Solutions India Ltd. was incorporated with an objective of providing Information Technology services to business clients through Design, Development and Implementation of software solutions. Located at the prestigious business hub of Ahmedabad, Aryan is equipped with state of the art infrastructure that is comparable with the best in the industry. The company's strength lies in software development, which is the focus area of the company. We stand ideally positioned for providing 'High Quality solutions' that are 'Cost Effective', 'Timely' and 'Reliable' besides being easy to implement and use. Our culture is centered around an environment that promotes teamwork, creativity and fun. Aryan’s vision is to be a company widely recognized as a leader by providing high quality software solutions for better business besides providing state of the art IT solutions in business computing that are cost effective and timely. Finally, we wish to satisfy our customers with our products and services.

Technical Features of AKSHARA-XP

**Compatible**

- It compatibles with Windows 95/98/2000/ME/NT/XP & Office 97/2000/ME/NT/XP.

**Windows Compatibility**

- Total Compatibility with Windows based applications like Lotus Smart Suite, Page Maker, Corel, Word Pro, and Access.

**MS-Office Compatibility**

- Internal Compatibility with Ms-Office like Mail-Marge, Autocorrect, Find Replace, Charts, Graphical, Presentation, Database, Forms & Reports etc.

**Web Tools**

- To create Web-Pages in text document without change in formatting as a HTML.

**Advanced Font Converter**

- A Powerful Tool which can convert TTF font’s directly from other different Hindi Software and local fonts Like Leap Office, ISM 2000 and Shreelipi etc. as a document in AKSHARA-XP and Vice Versa without changing in formatting.

**Dynamic font**

- The User will be able to display the complete document in Internet browser automatically, without downloading the font again & again and also no change in text and formatting.

**Font Family**

- Aryan Font Family should be available.

**E-mail**

- Bilingual E-mail facility in Hindi through Ms-Outlook & other internet explorer without attaching Font/Exe.

**Multilingual**

- Software must have facility of Multilingual Language.

**Cliparts**

- All Indian Cliparts gallery like Swastika & other all Indian religious & Culture Cliparts.

**Dictionary**


**Books**

- Bhagwat Gita (Hindi Version).

**Fax**

- Fax facility in Hindi through computer.

**Typing**

- Remington, Inscript, Phonetic Typing facility through mouse and Roman Base
A few years-back people used to say that computers work in the English language only. At that time people even feared to touch it. Now Chennai Kavigal and Aryan Softwares have Introduced SHAKTI for bilingual and multiligual typing.

SHAKTI is complete Indian language software for office applications. SHAKTI is designed and developed by Chennai Kavigal. It is the best bilingual software package available in the current market.

SHAKTI a ground-breaking technology from Chennai Kavigal, is India’s first software with the entire user interface in an Indian language working in a windows-95-98 2000-Xp environment.

SHAKTI has a number of features to make the use of Indian languages extremely easy. It provides a number of tools to increase the efficiency of the user. These include multilingual Spellchecker, keyboard shortcuts, Find and replace, online keyboard and official language dictionaries.

New technologies like the Internet have been well adopted by SHAKTI. It incorporates the facility to send Indian language e-mail without going to a separate editor. Creating WebPages using SHAKTI is as simple as creating any other document.

Language intelligence is in built into SHAKTI at many fronts so much so that at any given instance it is possible to know in which language the user is working. The multilingual Spellchecker takes an intelligent decision to check the spellings of the text as per the language. The official language dictionaries come handy for official language terminology.

Salient features:
- Very simple User interface
  Supports MS-Office 95/97/2000/XP, Lotus Smart Suit, Page Maker, Coral Draw, Front Page, Internet Explorer
- Font Converter
  Font converter is the powerful tool in SHAKTI which can convert any TTF font from different softwares like Leap, Akruti, Akshar for windows etc. in SHAKTI font and vice versa.
- Choice of Keyboard layouts
- Remington, Inscript, Executive, and Floating keyboard with mouse typing.
- Bilingual Electronic Dictionary
  (Administrative, and Official language dictionaries)
  This electronic dictionary not only provides the corresponding meaning in Hindi but also gives additional information for language learning like synonyms, category information. It also provides the facility for entering new words in the database.
- Customize
  Typing in Hindi from collection of fonts, Selection of Keyboards, Dictionary Options, Selection of Script
- E-mail Facility in Hindi script
  You can send E-mail in Hindi without attaching any font.

Other Features:
- Web Dynamic Font for Internet browsing in Hindi.
- Bilingual Spellchecker
- Facility to make web pages in Indian languages
- Toggling key which allows easy toggling between Indian scripts & English in other Windows applications
- Seamless exchange of files from SHAKTI to other Windows based applications
- Extensive help at various levels make it easy for a new user to get acquainted very quickly

Module
- Padami (A complete word processor)
- Vichitram (For Slide Show)
- Chitara (For Photo Editing)
- Kabuter (For Email server in hindi)
- Khata (For Spread Sheet)
- Vicharek (For internet surfing)
Padami is an application which can be used for word processing with a complete user interface in Hindi and English both. Not only this, you will even get mouse clicking option in the same language. The word processing utility contains a dictionary, glossary, mailmerge, auto correct, trans literation, E-mail facility, table and many more.

Khatha

Khatha is an application for Spret sheeta in Hindi. Not only can you play with numbers but at the same time, you can do sorting, indexing, calculation, sums and many other features which are useful for any type of Spret sheet in Hindi and English.

Chitera